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software solution,
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manufacturers
to track
track Europe's
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published "Candidate
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manufacturers to
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of 15
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called coconut
coconut
for instance,
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ester from
from the
the coconut
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an additive
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the formulation
formulation of
of conventional
conventional plastics,
plastics, like
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polyethylene
and polypropylene,
polypropylene, to
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such plastics
plastics biodegradable—it
biodegradable—it
polyethylene and
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the plastics.
plastics.
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the breakdown
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of the
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The FDA
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openedits
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first overseas
overseas office
office in
in China,
China, just
just one
one week
week after
after the
the
agency
U.S. border
border
agency ordered
ordered all
all Chinese
Chinese food
food products
products to
to be
be held
held at
at the
the U.S.
until
testing shows
shows they
they are
are free
free of
of the
the chemical
chemical melamine,
melamine, which
which was
was
until testing
added
baby formula
formula and
and sickened
sickened thousands
thousands of
Chinese infants.
With
added to
to baby
of Chinese
infants. With
15%
of food
food in
in the
the U.S.
U.S. imported,
imported, the
the overseas
overseas offices
offices will
help build
build
15% of
will help
collaborations
countries providing
food for
for the
the U.S.,
U.S., said
said David
David
collaborations with
with countries
providing food
Acheson,
FDA's associate
foods.
Acheson, the
the FDA's
associate commissioner
commissioner for
for foods.
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The
billed as
as
The “Milwaukee
“Milwaukee Journal
Journal Sentinel”
Sentinel” recently
recently had
had 10
10 items
items billed
“microwave
safe” tested
tested in
in a
a lab
lab and
and found
found when
when the
items were
were heated
heated in
in
“microwave safe”
the items
a
microwave or
or conventional
conventional oven,
oven, bisphenol
bisphenol A
A (BPA)
(BPA) was
be
a microwave
was found
found to
to be
leaching
of them
them at
at levels
levels that
that scientists
scientists have
have allegedly
allegedly found
found
leaching from
from all
all of
cause
animals. The
The
cause neurological
neurological and
and developmental
developmental damage
damage in
in laboratory
laboratory animals.
newspaper
BPA, commonly
be found
found
newspaper tests
tests also
also revealed
revealed that
that BPA,
commonly thought
thought to
to be
only
in hard,
hard, clear
clear plastic
plastic and
and in
the lining
lining of
of metal
metal food
food cans,
cans, is
is actually
actually
only in
in the
also
frozen food
food trays,
trays, microwaveable
microwaveable soup
soup containers
containers and
and
also present
present in
in frozen
plastic
baby food
food packaging.
packaging.
plastic baby
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